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About This Game

MILLIONS OF ALIENS WILL DIE

Radiant Defense is a tower defense game set in a vibrant universe invaded by countless alien hordes.

Build your space fortress any way you wish, set up wide variety of weapons and traps and let the invasions begin!

REROUTE AND REBUILD Use modules to shape the alien route. Bend the path so it always leads enemies toward your
cannons and keeps them within the range of your energy weapons for as long as possible.

LET THEM BURN Use Typhon Fury Flamer to set passing enemies on fire and to quickly incinerate large groups of smaller
units.

BOMBARD THEM Use Seraphim Missile Launcher to deliver target-seeking ordnance over great distances. Seraphim
Missiles explode violently upon contact.

SLICE THROUGH Power Blades cut passing enemies and quickly remove their forceshields. Great at softening up enemy
masses and terminating wounded runners.

LIGHT THEM UP Use Brightmark Searchlight to multiply the power of your defenses. Marked targets receive up to 200%
damage from other weapons.
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ANNIHILATE Target your Omega Cannon at any spot and disintegrate all that's passing through. Combines great with
Recuperator and Brightmark Searchlight.

BLOW THEM UP Place Proximity Mines to explode enemy crowds or to damage heavily armored units. Mines can be placed
anytime to quickly mend a critical situation.

WATCH THEM TREMBLE Psionic ocular terrifies all enemies, making them easy prey for your weapons. Combines best
with superweapons such as the Omega Cannon.

DOUBLE THE PAYBACK Collect twice the money for nearby alien kills with Recuperators. Combines best with area
specific weapons, such as Proximity Mines and Omega Cannon.

Radiant Defense Strategy Guide Read more on how to build a strong economy and get the maximum out of your deadly arsenal.
Exterminate aliens with ease!

Features

 More than 300 waves of aliens across 14 missions

 9 upgradable weapons to kill the aliens with style

 3 superweapons of mass defense

 Steam Leaderboards and Achievements

 Use Alt+Enter to switch between Fullscreen and Windowed mode

Support and Feedback

Please contact support@hexage.net with any inquiry or feedback.

Follow @hexage for the latest development updates and news.
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Sadly I don't see how I can recommend it. I gave it a try, as I love strategy and resource management games, and it simply does
not manage to keep me interested. The game feels clunky (the interface is subpar at best), and only a few parts of the resource
management can be automated (I don't think you can automate farming, for instance), which is not great for a "strategy" game
(imagine sending a worker in starcraft to the mineral patch manually every time). I realize it's early access, but the game just
doesn't feel... fun.. No option to save your game.

Had to request a refund, this seems to be a straight lazy port from the buggy as heck tablet version. It even still has a highly
annoying swipe interface to go to the next turn.

Without the option to save your game, there's no continuing later or anything, you have to play 3 to 5+ hours non-stop like this is
a 90's NES game.

Absolute garbage for a pc game, and completely unacceptable.. this is unbeliable good, i mean , not perfect, but definetly great
staff, i really hope this guys make movies with this staff.. I've sent Gabe Newell to hell! 11/10. Best be ready for pixel perfect
button presses
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wow. Absoutely loved everything about this game. The artstyle was beautiful yet disturbing in some places. The soundtrack is
perfect and it really gets me into the game. The puzzles were nicely structured and the plot is magnificant. Can't wait to see what
else you have in store for us! :D. really good, underrated game. low flight ceiling, unrealistic flight model. this is an arcade game
on rails, not a flight sim.. This game is really fun!. This is a bog standard point & click, and is very much showing its age.

The voice acting is pretty dire, the graphics are okay, the story is reasonably engaging and the puzzles are okay.

There's nothing hugely bad, but there is nothing hugely good either.

However, the price you can get this for in a sale makes it worthwhile if you like this type of game.. This game definitely has the
potential to be something big BUT they need to improve the brightness in the game first. I can see the point why they chose to
set the scene very dark because it definitely helps with the atmosphere but it doesn't matter if you can't see anything throughout
the game and don't know where you are or what you are doing.
but still i would give it a 4.5\/5
check out the walkthrough that i made on this game here: https:\/\/youtu.be\/q-78Ui3bya4. This is really a prety good game.I
beta tested this a little, and just thought it was exellent.

I'd like thank the devs for giving out those codes on Imgur; and it is well worth the £2.09 that it is sold for!. This is exactly my
kind of game, and fortunately it's a GOOD one to boot. Well worth the hour and the price. :)
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